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Risk Management Profession Given an ‘A’ by CNN Money. 
January 17, 2017 
Risk management director Is the “second best job in America” of the top 100
“careers with big growth, great pay and satisfying work.”

The World Is Becoming a Very Scary Place 
CNN Money, January 11, 2017 
If you thought last year was rough, just wait: 2017 promises to be a year of
extreme risk.

Trump's Protectionist Policies Top Risk to U.S. Economy in 2017 
January 18,2017 
The top risk to U.S. growth would come if U.S. President-elect Donald Trump
keeps his protectionist promises
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From Brexit to Trump, Polarization Heightens Risk 
Bloomberg, January 11,2017 
Rising inequality and social polarization are set to shape world developments for
the next decade after contributing to Britain’s decision to leave the European
Union and the ballot-box success of U.S. President-elect Donald Trump, the
World Economic Forum said.

How Stress May Increase Risk of Heart Disease and Stroke 
Lancet, January 11, 2017 
Heightened activity in the amygdala -- a region of the brain involved in stress -- is
associated with a greater risk of heart disease and stroke,

Can This Restaurant Reduce the Risk of Alzheimer's? 
Fox News,January 18,2017 
Rather, restaurant bills itself as a “public health care initiative set in a cafe.”

Risk Management Oversight Is the Board’s Responsibility 
Information Age, January 12,2017 
Wherever risk management starts, it is most effective when overseen by senior
leadership, specifically, the board.

NIST Updates Cybersecurity Framework 
SC Media, January 11, 2017 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) issued a draft update on
Tuesday to its Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity, aka
the Cybersecurity Framework.

Risk Based Thinking (RBT). Twelve years ago, we
moved from quality to risk. We've had some hard
Lessons Learned. We wrote this book (330 pages) to
help you make the transition because we believe the
Future of Quality: Risk®. Important topics include
defining what is RBT, how to start a risk initiative, why
a business case is critical to success, what are the
steps in the risk journey, and many more topics. To
order:
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Every CB auditor, auditee, and consultant will have to
know how to conduct risk based, process, and
effectiveness audits. Quality + Engineering developed
Value Added Auditing - the first risk based, process
auditing book almost a dozen years ago. Purchase the
400-page book and learn how to conduct risk audits.
Read article: Value Added Auditing: Your Best
Assessment Tool. To order:

ISO 31000: Enterprise Risk Management is the first
and only book that answers the critical questions of
how to: architect, design, implement, and assure a
compliant ISO risk management system. ISO 31K risk
management framework is descriptive not prescriptive.
It describes in general terms risk management
principles and elements of a framework. The purpose
of the framework is to integrate risk management into
ISO management systems such as ISO 9001:2015 or
ISO 14001:2015. ISO 31000: ERM is written so an
organization may tailor its components to its context and specific requirements.
To order:
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